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(R1) 17:10 NEWMARKET, 1m 

Heath Court Hotel Fillies' Handicap (Class 5) (3YO only) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (7) 31-3 POINT HOPE (IRE) 19 
b f Kodiac - Frosted

3 9 - 9 Tom Marquand
R Hannon

77

Jockey Colours: Dark green, yellow hoop, yellow cap
Timeform says: Built on debut promise when scoring at Wolverhampton in December. Third
in what looked a decent event on return at Haydock (8.2f, soft) but further progress needed
now pitched into a handicap.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

2 (4) 33-9 PRINCESS HARLEY (IRE) 28 
gr f Dark Angel - Tonle Sap

3 9 - 9 J P Spencer
M Quinn

77

Jockey Colours: White, purple diamond, sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Third behind a couple of smart fillies over 7f here on second and final 2-y-o
start. However, reappearance effort hardly represented a step in the right direction and
opening mark looks stiff.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

3 (10) 312-4 ODYSSA (IRE) 45 
b f Kodiac - Deliziosa

3 9 - 9 S W Kelly
Richard Hughes

77

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white seams, black sleeves, white armlets, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Looked one to follow when landing a 6f soft-ground Ascot novice in
September. Hasn't built on that in 2 subsequent starts but opening mark looks fair and claims
if coping with this step up in trip.  (Forecast 9.50)

Notes: 

4 (9) 438- FINAL TREAT (IRE) 182 
b f Acclamation - Musical Treat

3 9 - 9 Georgia Cox (3)
W J Haggas

77

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, beige hoop and sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Shaped well when making the frame in maidens at Newbury and over 7f
here last term. Failed to fire on AW when last seen in November but she may well improve
now handicapping back on turf.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

5 (1) 673- NAQAAWA (IRE) 211 
b f Shamardal - Hammiya

3 9 - 9h1 Kieran Shoemark
Owen Burrows

77

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white epaulets, striped cap
Timeform says: Signed off 2-y-o campaign by finishing third in 8.3f Nottingham maiden. That
form is working out well and she appeals as the type to do better in handicaps this season.
Hood applied.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

6 (12) 61440-4 HOLY TIBER (IRE) 55 
b f Holy Roman Emperor - Quiet Waters

3 9 - 7p1 Hayley Turner
George Scott

75

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and white diabolo, red and white hooped sleeves, red cap, royal blue
diamonds
Timeform says: Winner of 2 of her first 3 starts in 2017 but limitations exposed in second
half of the season and reappearance effort at Lingfield was fair at best. Now tried in
cheekpieces.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

7 (11) 75-2 ASTOLAT 42 
b f Camelot - Sablonne

3 9 - 7 G Mosse
Ed Walker

75

Jockey Colours: Light blue, brown cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Stepped up on what she showed at 2 yrs when chasing home a promising
type on return at Chelmsford (1m). Still, another step forward needed if she's to play a
leading role on this handicap bow.  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 
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8 (8) 61323- SIMPLY BREATHLESS 224 BF 
b f Bated Breath - Darling Grace

3 9 - 5 S Hitchcott
C G Cox

73

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and pink diabolo, royal blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap
Timeform says: Off the mark in Salisbury minor event last summer and creditable placed
efforts in nurseries on final 2 starts of 2017. Place possibilities if ready to roll following a 7-
month hiatus.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

9 (3) 731- AMERICAN ENDEAVOUR (USA)
163 
ch f Distorted Humor - Crazy Party

3 9 - 5 Daniel Muscutt
M Botti

73

Jockey Colours: Red, royal blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Maintained theme of race-by-race progress when making it third time lucky
at Wolverhampton (7.2f) on latest start in December. Step up to a mile should suit and each-
way claims on handicap/turf debut.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

10 (5) 5030-9 QUEEN ADELAIDE 23 
b f Helmet - Spunger

3 8 - 9 J P Fahy
J Ryan

63

Jockey Colours: Black, red stars, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star
Timeform says: Creditable third in 1m novice event at Kempton in August but that's very
much a standout effort and she finished nearer last than first on return/handicap bow at
Yarmouth (10.1f, good to firm).  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

11 (2) 4-33287 GOING NATIVE 15 
ch f Speightstown - Latin Love

3 8 - 7 William Cox (5)
Olly Williams

61

Jockey Colours: White, dark green braces, diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white star
Timeform says: Still a maiden following 9 attempts and little impact in AW handicaps the last
twice. However, her sole previous run on turf was encouraging and she is at least edging
down the weights.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

12 (6) 60850-1 THUNDERCLOUD 14 D 
gr f Aussie Rules - Trustthunder

3 8 - 4 P Mathers
S Dixon

58

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Bettered anything she's previously achieved by some way when landing a
Redcar handicap (1m, good to firm) on recent reappearance. However, now 7 lb higher in a
tougher race so more needed.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: The vote goes to FINAL TREAT, who showed plenty of ability in turf maidens
on her first 2 starts last season and there should be more to come from this filly now pitched into
handicap company. Similar remarks apply to Naqaawa and she is next on the list ahead of American
Endeavour. Odyssa will also be a threat if coping with this step up in trip.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: FINAL TREAT (4) 
2: NAQAAWA (5) 
3: AMERICAN ENDEAVOUR (9)


